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i	«
, to recognize; pol. impve. sg. 2, with guff. 3rd pers.
sg8 acc.s parzdntan, recognize him, 46; fut. sg. 3, with suff.
3rd pers. sg. dat. (for ace.), parzdnfo, he will recognize him,
14; past part. m. sg,5 with suff. 1st pers. sg. ag., parzfaum,
I recognized, 7.
&, m. a net; sg. dat. jftz$^&, 6.
m. a flower; sg. gen. (£ -eg. abL) kapasi-poshM, 102:
pi. nom. jt?0#£} 42, 45.
po&hu, m. a beast, an animal (as distinct from man), esp.
a beast offered in sacrifice (see Idmd), 63.
pmhu, m. a florist, a professional garland maker, 39, 40.    The
fern, of this word is pus/ion*,
pashun, to see, 20, 59,  in passive sense, to be seen, to be
recognized (as so-and-so), 16; conj» part, pashitk, 20, 59;
fut. (or old present), sg. 3, pasAi, or, with interjection «•
added, pashyd, 16.
j)U8/wnu, £-a female florist, see j»?«$Att ; in. c^jpuskofil, 39, 40.
puskenm, to make over (anything to anybody) ; inf. or verbal
noun, pmKeruH) 61.    In mod. Ksh. this verb is p^A^run.
paid) adv. afterwards, behind; pata rozun, to remain behind,
to survive, 67; pata pata, behind behind, i. e.^ continually
behind ; i.e. following after a person, dogging his footsteps,
K. Pr. 56, 57.
p&td, see pyonu.
potu, adj. of or belonging to the back, rear, back; although
an adj., this word does not change for gender when in
agreement with a fern, noun, as in the phrases pot11' katk
back-word, i.e. backbiting, potu kamoy'1^ secret income, and
so on.    Similarly in L. V. 105 we have pot™ zun (£),;the
end of the moonlight, i. e. the last hours of the night.
path, 1, ? m. a path, a way; sg. abl. amara-pathi, on the path
(leading to) immortality, i.e. on the path of reflection on
the Self or Ego, 70.
path, 2, adv. behind; in path-Mi^, of or belonging to the time
behind, i.e. of or belonging to former times; sg. abl. p$th-
kali, in former times, 91.
path, m. a pavement, the floor of a flagged area; sg. dat.
pata$, 52.
pltih, 1, adv. on the back, upon, 14, 15.
pet A, 2, postpos. governing dat., on, upon; with emph. y, dol*-
kane-ptthqy, on a washerman's stone, 103.    Sometimes, in
frequently used phrases, pStA does not govern, the dat., but
is  simply compounded  with  the  governed   word, as in
bar-pet A, on (i.e. at) the door, K. Pr.-J.02.
petAa, 1, adv. from above,; petAa.bdna, from above (and) from
below, from top to bottom, 17.
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